Dialogue with Mother Earth

Oh, ignorance and unawareness –
grave vices of our time.
We became so negligent, and careless
against the nature. Crimes
not once or twice have me committed.
The Earth has suffered quite enough,
though faults and errors were omitted,
such as fire lighten by a cigarette,
and thrown from pure neglect,
for human’s remissness begets
the greatest evils ever known.

Game of thrones,
displayed
is in the scene of politics worldwide.
And you, oh mother Earth, dismayed,
forgotten by the ones you bore,
listen to their interests, while they collide,
your sanctuary might destroy
with greed, hypocrisy and loathe and war.

You shall survive,
but we may perish
and the fault is ours at the end.
Oh, holy Earth,
without us you will thrive,
with all the other creatures who will cherish
you; a peaceful time awaits.
For, humans only make amends,
when, unfortunately, it’s too late.